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Now, let’s look at how to balance flavor in a dish. We’ve said it before, but the 
most important tip to mastering the art of creating deep and complex flavor is to 
taste as you go. This is important because, as you cook, you have to accommodate 
the unique properties of each ingredient, regardless of what the recipe might 
say. For example: the apples you use in a cobbler may be less sweet than the ones 
the recipe author had, so you may need to bump the sweetener amount called 
for to balance. Tasting as you cook helps control for these kinds of variables. You 
have to train your taste buds to be your guide in balancing flavor. Taste buds will 
help you to stay on course, confirming that you’re following a recipe correctly, 
but they’ll also let you know when you need to go off track a bit to make the 
flavors work their best. 

Tasting as you go is a cooking education all by itself. It teaches you how  
ingredient flavors change when combined with other ingredients, and when 
they’re subjected to heat, to oil, to stock, and to different seasonings. Think of 
this: raw onions are crisp, watery, and somewhat spicy, but when sautéed, they 
caramelize, soften and the dominant raw flavors round out to reveal sweetness 
and reduced spiciness. And all along the way from raw to fully caramelized the 
onion goes through a spectrum of different flavors and textures. Tasting as you 
go teaches you how to connect what you’re seeing and smelling during the 
cooking process to that spectrum of flavors, teaching you how to recognize that 
maybe for this dish you want them fully caramelized but in another you might 
want them only half-caramelized, or softened with no browning at all. This is  
how you’ll build your cook’s intuition. 

So, when making a tomato sauce, for instance, taste the onions after they’re 
cooked, but before adding the tomatoes. Taste the vegetables after tomatoes 
are added, then add seasoning. Taste after adding seasoning and then give  
the seasoning time to infuse into the dish before tasting again to see how the 
flavors have changed. Always taste a dish before serving to finalize and tweak.  
If something tastes especially strong or too subtle—maybe it’s too onion-y or 
too acidic; maybe the fresh basil you added comes through as bitter—simply 
re-visit the Flavor Combining 101 lesson for tips on how to balance the flavors in 
a dish.
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You should also identify what the main flavor or flavors will be in your dish, so you 
can use them as guideposts as you adjust. Is this a sweet and sour dish like a 
cherry jam? Or a salty-umami dish like mushroom stroganoff? How about sweet 
and bitter quick pickles? Choose a few main tastes and build around them. If your 
sweet and sour cherry jam just tastes sweet, think about what you might do to 
accentuate the sourness of the cherries. Maybe a little lemon zest or apple cider 
vinegar will be the secret to balanced flavor. 

Also as we’ve discussed, in many cases, salting a bit in the beginning of cooking a 
dish, but more towards the end of cook time allows the other flavors to develop 
first. Sea salt, which we call for in this course, doesn’t add the saltiness we’re 
familiar with that come from table salt. Sea salt rounds out flavors to make them 
the best they can be—it brings sweetness forward and tones down bitterness. 
When we salt to taste we’re looking for the flavors to come through, not a salty 
flavor. Ask yourself as you season with sea salt: does this gravy taste like bland 
mud, or are the flavors bright and comforting? Does the radicchio taste overly 
bitter? Can I taste the sweet quality in this cucumber? If your food is too bitter, or 
bland and flavorless, a pinch or more of sea salt should do the trick to pop flavor 
forward in a delicious, balanced way.

Using Aromatics
Savory good food cooking begins with aromatics, which are the foundation of 
flavorful dishes all over the world. The term “aromatics” simply refers to the 
ingredients—like garlic, onions, ginger, celery, peppers, carrots, and maybe some 
herbs and spices—that you’ll use to kick start a meal by cooking them in oil (or 
veggie stock, but oil is preferred for flavor). Without aromatics, a dish falls flat. 
They’re essential, like sea salt, for bringing depth of flavor. Try making a chana 
masala without garlic and ginger or a hearty stew without onions. Every bite will 
feel “hollow.” 

Once these starter ingredients begin heating up in a pot or skillet—“sweating” in 
chef speak—they begin to impart incredible flavor and deep aroma that will 
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become the foundation of the completed dish. As they cook, the kitchen fills 
with comforting smells, happy sounds, and a promise of tastiness ahead.
Here are some simple aromatic combos from around the world that’ll build a 
solid foundation for many masterpiece meals to come.

Chinese
Base ingredients: oil, scallions and/or shallots, garlic, ginger
Supporting ingredients: chilies, chives, cilantro, Chinese five-spice, star anise
—
French (aka mirepoix)
Base ingredients: oil, onions, carrots, celery
Supporting ingredients: parsley, thyme, bay leaf, herbes de Provence
—
Indian
Base ingredients: oil or clarified butter (aka ghee), onions, garlic, chilies, ginger
Supporting ingredients: tomatoes, cardamom, cumin, curry, fenugreek, cloves, 
garam masala, turmeric
—
Italian (aka Soffrito)
Base ingredients: oil, onions, carrots, celery
Supporting ingredients: garlic, fennel, bay leaf, parsley, sage, wine
—
Latin (aka Sofrito)
Base ingredients: oil, onions, garlic, bell peppers, tomatoes
Supporting ingredients: chilies, bay leaves, coriander, cumin, paprika,  
cilantro, wine, vinegar
—
Middle Eastern
Base ingredients: oil or clarified butter, onions, garlic, tomatoes,  
scallions, raisins
Supporting ingredients: ginger, saffron, turmeric, cinnamon
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Thai
Base ingredients: oil, shallots, garlic, chilies
Supporting ingredients: galangal, makrut lime, lemongrass, coconut milk

Lesson Actions
Make sure that when you prepare the Easy Tomato Sauce recipe this week, that 
you taste as you go as we discussed in this lesson.

 Taste the veggies raw, softened, and cooked, salted and unsalted, chopped and 
blended. How does the finished sauce taste by itself? 

How is it on noodles? 

Or shredded, raw, zucchini? 

Note the differences. 

Write down your findings in your cooking journal at each tasting point, and share 
with others if you like.
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